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A scientific concept or mathematical proficiency 
is not simply an idea embedded in curricular 
documents and textbooks but consists of a set of 
interlinked representations and practices 

Earth & Space Science
Predictable phenomena on Earth, 

including seasons and eclipses, are 

caused by the relative positions of the 

sun, Earth and the moon

Measurement & Geometry
Establish the formulas for areas of 

rectangles, triangles and parallelograms 

and use these in problem solving
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Representations play a fundamental role in the teaching and 
learning of mathematics and science.
A representation is something that explains some aspect of 
nature. They can take many different forms or modes.
Representations are the means by which we understand, and 
communicate our mathematics and science understandings.

Representations

What types of representations are

used by teachers in the classroom?
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• Diagrams (everyday versus scientific/mathematics diagrams).

• Language (everyday versus scientific/mathematical language)

• Written form
• Oral form

• Meaning of the language can change depending on the way in which it is spoken 
(intonation in the voice) and written (formatting in terms of bold; italics and headings).

• Language in everyday and scientific/mathematics forms makes use of metaphor and 
analogy.

• The plum pudding model of the atom.
• Balancing equations

• Drawings and photographs (can vary from the concrete to the abstract).

• Photographs of animals in the wild – what is being represented here?
• The power of electron microscope images.
• Photographs of geometrical shapes in the real world.

Some representations in science & mathematics
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• Embodied representations that include role plays and gestures.

• Can a student gain more from the teacher if he/she can see as well as hear the teacher?
• Role-play of sound transmission – particles don’t move with the travelling vibrations (a kinaesthetic 

experience).
• Directed number role play.

• Mathematical

• Tables

• Units/ prefixes

• Algebraic forms – equations.

• Graphs – linear for continuous data; bar graphs for discrete.
• Number (light year; standard form).

• Symbolic

• Arrows/vectors for forces.
• cm, C, (x, y).

• Physical models

• Platonic solids.
• Skeleton model of a human.
• Fish tank full of a sample from a pond.

Some representations in science & mathematics





BODMAS
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Representational Challenge:

As a group your task is to use the small whiteboard

to show the group’s understanding of the concept of

the term allocated to your table.

For science the concept is Temperature

For mathematics the concept is Two Thirds

My group’s understanding of a concept
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A measure of the 

average kinetic energy 

of the particles in a 

sample of matter
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http://images.google.com.au/imgres?imgurl=http://weathersavvy.com/desert1_OPT.jpg&imgrefurl=http://weathersavvy.com/Q-Climate_Deserts1.html&usg=__gwIkrtlTV27rDhlmQXSgC3yAMwI=&h=506&w=762&sz=37&hl=en&start=1&um=1&tbnid=dfxsgtoCYmGgHM:&tbnh=94&tbnw=142&prev=/images?q=desert&gbv=2&hl=en&sa=N&um=1
http://images.google.com.au/imgres?imgurl=http://weathersavvy.com/desert1_OPT.jpg&imgrefurl=http://weathersavvy.com/Q-Climate_Deserts1.html&usg=__gwIkrtlTV27rDhlmQXSgC3yAMwI=&h=506&w=762&sz=37&hl=en&start=1&um=1&tbnid=dfxsgtoCYmGgHM:&tbnh=94&tbnw=142&prev=/images?q=desert&gbv=2&hl=en&sa=N&um=1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Translational_motion.gif
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Translational_motion.gif
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:MonthlyMeanT.gif
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:MonthlyMeanT.gif
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A representation

• A representation is something that explains some aspect of 
nature (the target). It is only partial in its explanatory 
power.

• Some aspects of the target can be explained by the 
representation and some aspects of the target can not be 
explained by the representation.



Human 

Heart



Human 
Heart
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Introducing Astronomy
Day and night are caused by the Earth turning on its axis

The seasons are caused by the changing angle of the Sun’s rays 

on the Earth’s surface at different times during the year

Case study of Year 7/8 

Science Classes
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The globe as a representation of Earth in 
space

What aspects of Earth 

are represented by the 

Globe?

What aspect of Earth 

are not represented by 

the Globe?



The globe as a representation of Earth in 
space

8B5
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Visual and haptic explorations 
of the globe.

Is Mt Everest accurately 
represented on the globe?

Scaling process.

I want you get out your rulers, 
see what 0.1 mm looks like.

Explicit links were between multiple modes of representation

Does the globe represent Earth’s mountains?
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You (pair of students) are to construct a role play model, to 
provide an answer to the following questions:

1. Is it possible for a pair  of celestial objects to revolve 
about each other?

2. The Moon revolves around the Earth every month; 
one side of the Moon always faces the Earth. Over the 
period of a month  does the Moon undergo any 
rotation? If so, how many times?

Representational challenges



You (pair of students) are to construct a role play model, to provide 
an answer to the following questions:

1. Is it possible for a pair  of celestial objects to revolve about 
each other?

2. The Moon revolves around the Earth every month; one side 
of the Moon always faces the Earth. Over the period of a 
month  does the Moon undergo any rotation? If so, how 
many times?

Representational challenges



Why don’t we get two eclipses every 
month?

What do these 

show?

What do they 

not show?
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Representational 

Challenge

Re-represent the image on 

the right from the perspective 

of an observer in space.
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Representational 

Challenge

Re-represent the diagram on the 

right from the perspective of an 

observer in Melbourne in Summer 

and Winter
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1. Is there day and night? Will the sun rise and set? If so 
how long is the day/night cycle?

2. Will the Earth go through different phases like the Moon 
does from Earth? If so how long is this complete cycle?

3. Does the Earth appear bigger in the sky than the full 
moon does on Earth?

What is it like to live on the Moon?
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Living on the Moon

Researcher: I was interested in what you 

did when you wrote 1 moon day equals 1 

moon month.

John: yes, that was something I just 

scribbled down during one lesson…poor 

Mercury doesn’t have a month.

Researcher: why is that?

John: it doesn’t have a moon.



Moon phase representations critique

Questions to answer:

1. What gives a better 

representation of 

the moon’s 

phases? Why?

2. How do they 

explain why there 

are phases of the 

moon?

3. What are some of 

the negatives about 

these 

representations?

8B4

Image 1

Image 2
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Newton’s Cannon Model – Thought Experiment

If apples fall to ground because of gravity 

then why doesn’t the Moon?
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Rotation and revolution

to rotate is to spin. Rotation is done on the spot. To revolve is to orbit or go around 

something. To revolve you need two objects: one to be revolved around and the other to 

revolve around the first object. So Europa must spin or rotate at the same time as it orbits or 

revolves around Jupiter.

Summative assessment provided 

opportunities for students to generate 

and interpret representations.

Post-test Question

An astronomer investigating the 

motion of Europa, which is a 

moon, or natural satellite, of the 

planet Jupiter, found that it 

revolved as well as rotated. Use 

the space below to clearly 

explain what each of these 

motions mean
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Model construction

Activity  with a strong perceptual context (i.e. hands on, 

experiential) with two-way mapping between objects and 

representations.

A model construction activity where students constructed plasticine 

models of the Earth and Moon to their relative sizes and distance 

separation in two stages:

 Prediction stage

 Accurate construction stage
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Relative sizes of Earth & Moon

Relative size of Earth and Moon

 Join the two spheres together and roll the plasticine 

into a sausage shape;

 Divide the sausage shape into three equal parts and 

then join two of the parts together.

 Divide the third piece of plasticine into two halves, 

keeping one half in your hands and adding the other 

half to the larger piece of plasticine.

 Divide the smaller piece into two, keeping one half in 

your hands and adding the other half to the larger 

piece of plasticine.

 Repeat step 4

 Repeat step 4

 You should now have one small piece and a large 

piece. The small piece represents the Moon and the 

small piece represents the Earth.
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Models of the Earth-Moon system
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1.Sequencing of representational challenges involving students 
generating representations to actively explore and make claims about 
phenomena

a. Clarifying the representational resources underpinning key concepts
b. Establishing a representational need 
c. Coordinating / aligning student generated and canonical representations

2.Explicitly discussing representations

a. The selective purpose of any representation 
b. Group agreement on generative representations
c. Form and function
d. The adequacy of representations

3.Meaningful learning

a. Perceptual context
b. Engagement / agency

4.Assessment through representations

Representation construction approach



Student learning journals

• Less emphasis on ‘traditional’ note taking

• Workbooks used by the students were treated more like 
journals.

• More use of annotated drawings as a record of learning

What I learned today – rotation, revolution and tilt



What I learned today – rotation, revolution and tilt
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• Seen by teachers as a useful formative assessment 
tool

• Immediately by looking at their representations, know, okay those 
boys have got it and those boys are on the right track but those 
haven’t fully kind of understood.

• Students were more willing to use their journals to 
reflect on their learning

• …they seemed more willing to go back over their work and look 
back at their past stuff as well…And I don’t think they do it very well 
if it’s just written stuff and they had a sense of ownership over it 
which was good.

• They loved their project books.  Like ridiculously.… it was like this 
little diary of all the work that they’d done.  It was different from what 
they had been doing.

Student learning journals
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A Problem

4 + 2x3 =



Three friends are hungry and decide to 

buy coke and chips

Scenario 1
Each buys a can of coke.

The whole group shares one bag 

of chips

Scenario 2
Each buys a can of coke and a 

bag of chips

Can of Coke

$2

Bag of Chips

$4

Representational Challenge
Write a mathematical statement, or statements, that 

give the total cost for each scenario.



Paving square garden borders

Pavers are 1 sq. m

How many pavers are required for a square garden 1 m in length? 

What about 2 m? 5 m?

Use the square paper to work out your answers.

Can you find the answer to any sized square garden without using the 

square paper?



How expensive is a dripping tap?

Sub Questions Avenues to Solution

What does water cost? Internet search.

Home water bill.

How much water is in a droplet? Creation of a model: pipette and measuring 

cylinder.

Do different taps create different sized droplets? Investigation that involves collecting droplets from 

different taps around the school – increase 

accuracy through multiple trials that collect, say, 50 

droplets at a time.

Depends on the drip rate: What is the slowest rate 

of drip? What is the highest (ie before it becomes a

stream)?

Science/STEM room investigation with tap.

Are all droplets the same volume? Taking mass measurements knowing that 1 ml = 1 

g (for water) rather than volume measurements.

What is the relationship between volume of water 

and its mass?

Investigation – tabulation of results, graphical 

representation, formula?

What is the relationship between the drip rate and 

volume of water?

What is the relationship between the drip rate and 

cost of water for a month?

Why does water form a droplet? Exploration of properties of water (science class) –

surface tension being the key concept.


